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"Real employers.  Real positions.  Three candidates. Who has the goods?"   That’s what DREAM JOB is all about – to 
the viewer.  To the candidates, it’s realizing a lifelong dream, or being crushed by all too familiar rejection.  To employers, it’s an
opportunity to showcase their workforce, products and culture.  To the broadcaster, this concept, like Undercover Boss, takes the 
model of sponsor integration and synergy to a new level, with corporations covering a portion of production costs in exchange for built 
in exposure.  Think about it -- companies get the spotlight, broadcasters get quality programming, viewers get a true inside look at 
some of the biggest and best corporations in the world, and what it takes to succeed there.

In each episode, the three candidates will vie for three different jobs within a major American corporation.  In one episode, the              
would-be employer could be Cadillac, in another Facebook, in a third, the Dallas Cowboys. 

The episodes start in dramatic fashion, with each candidate enduring a nerve-wracking interview with top level executives.  But those 
just create first impressions.  The true trial by fire comes as each candidate then executes real tasks, with real challenges, 
outcomes and consequences for the prospective employee and employer.  The quest will entertain viewers while educating
them via amazing behind-the-scenes access of America's most interesting corporations.  Some examples of the companies, 
jobs and tasks our candidates could vie for:



America’s Team always makes headlines, but they want their fan base more intimately engaged, 
and are in the market for a new social media coordinator. Our candidate is tasked, under tight 
deadline, with formulating and executing a strategy that will grow and engage the club’s following.
Adding pressure to this high-profile task, team owner Jerry Jones will ultimately decide whether
the plan, and the person who wrote it, will stay or go.

Meanwhile the Cowboys’ sponsorships department is looking for their newest sales assistant.
The department is responsible for securing millions of dollars in sponsorship revenue, and the
team is hungry.  Our contestant will develop a sponsorship opportunity at one of the NFL’s most
impressive venues, AT&T Stadium.  Stakes rise as one of the stadiums biggest sponsors awaits
the team’s pitch.    

Finally, a seasoned coach will get a chance of a lifetime to work with the offensive coordinator.
Viewers will get to view the field from upstairs, as the new coach tests his metal with one of
the most renowned offensive lines in the league.  A short stint in pre-season football will 
determine if he scores or gets sacked.  



Facebook has connected the world in the digital age.  But did you know Facebook makes
hardware too?  Building 8 creates the new products; however, they have struggled with UX design 
and ease of use.  With only a month before the beta launch of their new mobile routers,
the candidate must develop a product that can hold up in every scenario.  Is our candidate
designed for success or will it end in failure?  We find out as he/she faces judgment from the
head of product development.  

Software engineers make the bedrock of Facebook.  A hot new feature is due to premier on
Facebook’s Oculus VR head-set, and our candidate is tasked with writing a piece of software code
for their product.  Pressure mounts as the deadline approaches, with a panel of actual Facebook
software engineers ready to scrutinize the work.  

Most important is Facebook’s pride in their talent, the key driver for their continued success.  
Competition for grade A talent is fierce, and the company is in the market for a new college
recruiter.  He/she will have to learn the department fast as graduation season approaches and
recruiting fairs are in full swing.  Viewers will see if our candidate has got the human touch and
explore the recruiting process from the inside-out.  

Every episode will culminate with the dramatic moment, where each candidate’s performance will be 
analyzed, and they will be told if they landed their dream job or not.  In some episodes, all our
characters will be hired, in others none.  It’s true, it’s raw, it’s unpredictable.  



A BLOCK
• We've all experienced the initial job interview.  It's incredibly intense.  That's how each episode begins, as the three candidates individually go face-to-face 

with company executives.   This is where first impressions are made, and we'll get a glimpse of what everyone's thinking as the applicants and 
employers share their initial thoughts of each other.

• Candidates are then introduced to their co-workers and try to establish relationships with the people that will be essential to their success or failure.  How 
will they handle the grizzled vets, the lazy oafs, eager beavers, and those jealous that they weren't given the opportunity our applicants are vying for?

B BLOCK
• Each candidate is assigned a task, or challenge, and they work towards executing it.  They must analyze their teams’ strengths and weaknesses, and draw on

all their knowledge and experience to carry out the task and exceed expectations.  Adding to the drama – these are real tasks with real implications to our 
corporations, and make or break consequences for the candidate.  We’ll see what candidates face, and learn the context of their roles in the larger picture.  

C BLOCK
• The real trial by fire begins as the candidates execute their challenge.  With so much at stake, have they designed a winning strategy while working with a 

group of people they just met?  A successful outcome does not guarantee a job, but a disastrous effort spells certain ruin for our candidates.  

D BLOCK
• Contestants are each brought in front of the executives.  Their performance is dissected, and they are ultimately each informed whether they’re hired 

or need to keep the resume handy.  There are no guarantees, and that’s what will keep viewers in suspense throughout.

During each episode, bump pieces will reveal fascinating aspects about the company's products, operation or history that viewers will find fascinating, 
while providing additional value for the sponsor company. 



• Follow ups on how previous winners are doing in their jobs, and how those that didn’t get hired 
are doing with their job search

• Task outtakes
• Additional commentary from both the hiring manager and the applicants
• Features about the company and their products
• Interviews with successful corporate leaders on their career paths

Companies have routinely paid millions for minimal exposure on national television, so they will be 
eager to embrace an entire episode inherently designed to focus on them, their culture, and their 
product. Co-creator Wes Morton is currently the marketing manager at Branded Entertainment 
Network, a Bill Gates company and the global leader in branded entertainment integrations.
DREAM JOB is conceived not simply to entertain, but to meet a demand of corporate clients that 
currently have very few outlets.  It's a unique and authentic method of featuring a company outside a 
crass infomercial or minimal product placement -- a smart, entertaining, fun and enlightening way 
for companies to get tons of exposure. 
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